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Abstract. Organizations maintain large repositories of business process
models. While maintenance and management of these repositories are
challenging, they also offer opportunities when used as a knowledge base
systematically. For instance, repositories can be leveraged to provide
modeling support and, therefore, help to assure the consistency of newly
created models with the existing ones. In the previous work we have
introduced action patterns as reusable blocks of process models that can
be derived from a model repository. In this paper we advance the initial
results interpreting the action concept as a composition of a verb and a
business object. The subsequently identified action pattern types allow
for fine-grained modeling support. We evaluate the novel concepts and
compare them to the established action patterns using as a benchmark
the SAP Reference Model, the real world process model collection.

1 Introduction
Enterprises perceive business process management as a vehicle to achieve competitive advantage. As most process management methodologies assume availability of
models formally capturing business processes, large enterprises maintain process
model collections with hundreds or even thousands of process models. Maintenance of such collections brings up new challenges, among them process variants
management and synchronization of several models capturing one business case.
At the same time, a model collection is a valuable knowledge resource. The
models describe a business domain, capturing relations between activities, events,
and data objects. We believe that a thorough analysis of a model collection
helps to address challenges in the context of model creation and maintenance.
This approach is well-known in engineering and usually referred to as the reuse
principle.
Various approaches that leverage reuse principles to increase process modeling
efficiency have been proposed. For instance, reference modeling accumulates the
domain knowledge in a reference model, which is further customized in different
application projects [1]. On the opposite, several types of patterns for process
models describe recurring situations in a domain independent way [2, 3]. Whilst
such patterns are well-suited for model verification and generic modeling support,
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the existing reference models are tightly coupled with their partial domain and
can hardly be used in other settings. Recently, several approaches emerged that
aim at addressing this inherent trade-off between semantic richness of patterns
and their applicability in a broad context [4, 5]. In [5], we have introduced an
action pattern concept and described a method for action pattern mining. The
term action essentially refers to the verb that describes the work content of
an activity. Action patterns capture relations between actions. In contrast to
workflow patterns [2], action patterns are related to the process model business
semantics, yet, unlike reference models, action patterns are abstract enough to
be reused in various domains. Thereby, action patterns, for example, can support
the modeler during a process model design. Notice that such an interpretation of
an action ignores information about the objects to which the action is applied.
Actions capturing both a verb and an object provide more information about the
model semantics. Hence, the use of object-sensitive actions makes the difference in
the context of modeling support: more precise recommendations can be delivered
to the modeler.
In this paper we elaborate on the action concept in more detail. In particular,
the relations of actions and their subjects, business objects on which the actions
are performed, are studied. Once business objects are taken into account, we
identify different classes of actions. Hence, different classes of action patterns are
derived. Our contribution is the description and formalization of object-sensitive
action patterns along with methods for their mining based on association rule
learning.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the
background of our work in terms of modeling support based on action patterns.
Section 3 introduces the novel concept of object-sensitive action patterns. Section 4
reports on findings on the application of our approach to a collection of industry
process models, i.e., the SAP Reference Model [6]. Section 5 discusses related
work, before Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Background
The increasing amount of casual modelers imposes serious challenges for mechanisms that assure process model quality. Among numerous types of support that
aim at increasing model quality we study one: a method providing recommendations on the missing activities given an incomplete model. Such recommendations
are of particular value in the context of large collaborative modeling initiatives.
In this setting, the risk of inconsistent process models is high due to several
modelers working on similar processes. Here, domain knowledge manifested in
existing process models can be leveraged to assure completeness and consistency
of newly created process models. To enable the suggestions we consider the business semantics of model activities. Further, we focus on the activity perspective,
as activities are the first class citizens in common process modeling languages,
e.g., the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) and Event-driven Process
Chains (EPCs).
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Fig. 1. Fragments of three processes from the SAP Reference Model

Action Patterns. In order to address the need for semantic rich modeling
support, we have introduced the notions of actions and action patterns in [5]. An
action corresponds to the verb that describes the work content of an activity. For
instance, in activity Purchase order processing the action is process. This example
also illustrates the challenge of action mining: purchase can be interpreted as
action as well. However, promising results on action mining have been presented
for labels of process model activities [7]. Hence, we assume the existence of a
mechanism that extracts actions from activity labels. Action patterns organize
domain specific knowledge in terms of actions and their relations. The goal of
action patterns is to define which actions often occur together in processes and
which ordering constraints exist between these actions.
Let us consider a motivating example that appears in the SAP Reference
Model [6]. Fig. 1 depicts the fragments of three EPCs from this model collection.
All the models describe business processes from the procurement domain. A
rough inspection of the models reveals that while model fragments in Fig. 1(a)
and Fig. 1(c) are extremely similar, the fragment in Fig. 1(b) is different. Indeed,
fragments in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(c) contain almost identical sets of activities,
and, hence, actions: process, release, and transmit. Although the fragment in
Fig. 1(b) contains other activities, the set of actions is the same. Thereby, the
three discussed fragments are close in terms of observed actions.
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Types of Action Patterns. We distinguish two types of action patterns.
Co-occurrence action patterns capture sets of actions, which often occur together
in business processes. Given a set of actions, a co-occurrence pattern specifies
which actions are expected to appear as well. An example derived from the
process models depicted in Fig. 1 is {process, release} ⇒ {transmit}. This pattern
suggests that once actions process and release appear in the business process,
action transmit should also be observed. Co-occurrence action patterns may
facilitate model design by suggesting actions missing in the model. In other
words, these patterns propose actions to be added to the process.
Co-occurrence action patterns do not reflect the ordering relations between
actions. Behavioral action patterns address this issue, pointing to actions and
the ordering constraints between them. For a given set of actions and relations
between a subset of these actions, a behavioral pattern specifies the missing
behavioral relations. To this end, we use behavioral profiles [8] as a behavioral
abstraction. Such a profile describes behavioral relations on the level of activity
pairs. A behavioral profile consists of three relations that partition the Cartesian
product of all model activities, such that two activities are either in strict order,
exclusive to each other, or in interleaving order. For the model in Fig. 1(a),
activities Release of purchase order and Transmission of purchase order are in
strict order, as the former is executed before the latter in any case. Activities
Transmission of scheduling agreement and Transmission of contract, in turn,
are in interleaving order as the former might be executed before the latter and
vice versa. An example of a behavioral action pattern is the statement that if
actions process, release, and transmit appear together and release is executed
after process, then transmit is executed after process and after release. From a
user perspective behavioral action patterns complement co-occurrence patterns:
while a co-occurrence pattern hints on which actions are missing, a behavioral
pattern suggests how to introduce these actions in the model.
Action Pattern Mining. [5] shows how association rule learning techniques
can be applied to derive action patterns given a collection of process models.
Association rule learning was introduced by Agrawal et al. in [9]. We shortly recall
the basic principles. Let I be a set of items and C a collection of transactions,
where each transaction T is a set of items, i.e., T ⊆ I. Given a set of items
X ⊆ I, we say that transaction T satisfies X, if X ⊆ T . An association rule
in a collection C is an implication of the form X ⇒ Y , where X ∩ Y = ∅ and
X, Y ⊂ I. Based thereon, two elementary notions can be defined, i.e., support
and confidence. A set X ⊆ I has support n in a collection C, denoted by supp(X),
if n transactions satisfy set X. Support can be related to statistical significance.
We are interested in sets with high support and refer to a set as being large, if
supp(X) ≥ suppmin for a given threshold suppmin . An association rule X ⇒ Y
)
holds in transaction collection C with confidence c = supp(X∪Y
supp(X) , if at least c
share of transactions satisfying X, satisfies Y as well. The confidence for a rule
X ⇒ Y is denoted by conf (X ⇒ Y ). A rule’s confidence reflects its strength.
Again, we are interested in rules with high confidence, i.e., those that show a
confidence that is higher than a threshold confmin .
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Association rule learning enables identification of action patterns as follows.
For co-occurrence action patterns, we interpret actions as items and process
models as transactions. Hence, a model collection is a collection of transactions. A
process model satisfies an action set, if the model comprises activities that relate
to all of the actions. A co-occurrence action pattern is defined as an association
rule on the domain of actions associated with values for minimal support and
confidence. For the case of behavioral action patterns, we first lift the relation
of the behavioral profile from the level of activities to actions. Based thereon,
behavioral relations of actions are interpreted as items. Thus, a behavioral action
pattern is an association rule on the domain of action pairs along with their
behavioral relation, which is associated with values for minimal support and
confidence.

3 Object-Sensitive Action Patterns
This section introduces object-sensitive action patterns. First, Section 3.1 elaborates on the limitations of interpreting an action as being a verb only. Subsequently,
Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 introduce two novel notions of action sets that underlie
object-sensitive action patterns.
3.1 Action Notion Revisited
Action patterns introduced in [5] are independent of the objects on which the
actions are performed. We refer to such action patterns as object-neutral action
patterns. Arguably, two actions such as accept and reject often occur together and
are executed exclusively. However, for other action combinations, patterns might
solely be observed, if the notion of an action is refined by taking the respective
objects into account.
For instance, in the example in Fig. 1, we observe that all models contain the
actions process and release. However, the actions relate to different objects even
within one model, i.e., a purchase order, a shipping notification, and a scheduling
agreement. While this does not impact on the co-occurrence of these actions at
least in our example, we observe that the three models show different behavioral
relations between these actions. In Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(c) the action release
(of a purchase order) can be preceded and followed by the action process (of a
purchase order, or of a shipping notification). In contrast, the model in Fig. 1(b)
shows a strict order of actions: process is followed by release.
We see that the existing notion of object-neutral action patterns aims at
deriving patterns at a coarse-grained level. While object-neutral action patterns
are useful for modeling support, certain patterns might solely be observed once a
more fine-grained approach is taken. Such fine-grained patterns should consider
the combination of a verb and the respective object as the underlying notion of
an action. We refer to these patterns as object-sensitive action patterns.
The definition of object-sensitive action patterns leads to a different domain
for an action pattern, but does not impact on the action pattern types (i.e.,
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co-occurrence and behavioral action patterns) and the way they are mined using
the approach summarized in Section 2. Therefore, we focus on the definition of
the domain for object-sensitive action patterns and refer the reader to [5] for a
formal description of the pattern mining method.
First, we postulate Γ —an alphabet of activity labels in a process model
collection. Further, we assume means to extract verbs and business objects from
activity labels.
Definition 1 (Verb and Business Object Function). For a given alphabet
of activity labels Γ , the verb function v : Γ 7→ V derives a verb from an
activity label. The business object function b : Γ 7→ B derives aSbusiness object
from an
S activity label. As a shorthand notation, we use VΓ = γ∈Γ {v(γ)} and
BΓ = γ∈Γ {b(γ)} to refer to the verbs and business objects of all activity labels.
For instance, if an activity is labeled Schedule delivery, v(Schedule delivery) =
schedule and b(Schedule delivery) = delivery.
Apparently, object-neutral action patterns are build solely from the set VΓ .
That is, verbs are the domain for these patterns and represent the items in the
sense of association rule learning, cf., Section 2.
3.2 Multi-Object Action Patterns
The first kind of object-sensitive action patterns builds on the notion of actions
in the sense of an operation expressed by a verb and applied to a business object.
Actions become tuples of verbs and business objects, and every such tuple—an
item in the sense of association rule learning.
Definition 2 (Multi-Object Action Set). Let Γ be a set of activity labels.
The multi-object action set AO ⊆ VΓ × BΓ contains all pairs of verbs and objects
(x, y), such that v(γ) = x and b(γ) = y for some activity label γ ∈ Γ .
We speak of multi-object action sets, as the actions can relate to different business
objects. For instance, (process, purchase order), (release, purchase order), and
(transmit, scheduling agreement) would be actions derived from the exemplary
process models in Fig. 1 that can be part of a multi-object action pattern. An
example for a co-occurrence action pattern is {(process, purchase order), (release,
purchase order)} ⇒ {(transmit, scheduling agreement)}, i.e., the observation
of the actions (process, purchase order) and (release, purchase order) suggests
that the action (transmit, scheduling agreement) should be observed as well.
Similarly, behavioral action patterns can be specified, e.g., if actions (process,
purchase order) and (release, purchase order) are observed in a strict order,
action (transmit, scheduling agreement) should be observed exclusively to both.
Multi-object action patterns are more fine-grained than object-neutral action
patterns. We assume that multi-object actions allow for unveiling patterns that
cannot be detected when considering solely the verbs of model element labels.
On the other hand, identification of object-neutral action patterns should be
prioritized as several multi-object action patterns together might represent an
object-neutral action pattern.
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3.3 Single-Object Action Patterns
Single-object action patterns are composed of actions where verbs are applied to
a single business object. Again, tuples of verbs and business objects are the items
in the sense of association rule learning. However, in contrast to multi-object
action patterns discussed in the previous section, all actions of a pattern relate
to one dedicated business object. Therefore, we need the following definition of
an action.
Definition 3 (Single-Object Action Set). Let Γ be a set of activity labels.
For each object o ∈ BΓ , the single-object action set AoO ⊆ VΓ × BΓ contains all
pairs (x, o), such that v(γ) = x for some activity label γ ∈ {ω ∈ Γ | b(ω) = o}.
Regarding the models in Fig. 1, again, the actions (process, purchase order) and
(transmit, scheduling agreement) are derived. However, these actions refer to
different business objects and, therefore, cannot occur together in a single-object
action pattern. Still, we see that the models in Fig. 1 contain various actions that
refer to a business object, the purchase order object. All these actions might be
used as building blocks for single-object action patterns.

4 Evaluation based on the SAP Reference Model
This section empirically evaluates the impact of object-sensitive actions on the
action patterns. The section presents the results of action patterns mining in
a large process model collection. We analyze the mining results comparing the
patterns discovered for object-neutral and object-sensitive actions. The analysis
considers both co-occurrence and behavioral action patterns.
In the evaluation, we use the SAP Reference Model [6]—a process model
collection used as a benchmark for object-neutral action patterns evaluation
in [5]. The SAP Reference Model includes 604 EPCs, describing business processes
supported by the SAP R/3 software. The collection is organized in 29 functional
branches of an enterprise, e.g., sales and accounting. The experiment evaluating
co-occurrence action patterns makes use of all 604 models. The evaluation of
behavioral action patterns exploits 421 models. The decrease in the model number
is due to the exclusion of models with ambiguous instantiation semantics, see [10],
or behavioral anomalies, see [11]. In the experiment we have used a manual
mapping of activity labels to verbs and business objects. However, as discussed
before, [7] shows the potential for an automation of this step.
In the first part of the experiment, we compare co-occurrence action patterns
describing object-neutral and object-sensitive actions. Table 1 presents the number
of action patterns for object-neutral actions. The number of patterns dramatically
decreases with the growth of support and confidence values (horizontal and vertical
directions in the table, respectively). Table 2 describes the observed results
for co-occurrence action patterns capturing object-sensitive actions. Table 2(a)
captures the results for multi-object action sets, while Table 2(b)—for singleobject action sets. The number of patterns for multi-object action sets is the
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Table 1. Dependency of co-occurrence pattern number for object-neutral actions in
the SAP Reference Model on confmin and suppmin
supmin
confmin

0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90

3

4

5

6

7 8 9 10

7395
6123
5569
4684
4603

2353
2089
1535
1238
1157

680
610
563
501
420

563
504
469
417
377

41
33
20
15
7

29
22
12
10
3

17
12
6
5
2

11
8
6
5
2

Table 2. Dependency of co-occurrence pattern number for object-sensitive actions in
the SAP Reference Model on confmin and suppmin
(a) Multi-object actions
supmin
confmin

3

4

5

6

0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90

32072
30127
23884
20601
20300

21019
20373
14130
13731
13430

6171
6154
6013
6009
5708

6010
6007
5870
5867
5588

(b) Single-object actions
7 8 9 10
20
20
19
17
9

15
15
14
14
6

7
7
6
6
4

1
1
1
1
0

supmin
confmin

3

4

0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90

408
382
364
326
310

119
105
87
73
57

5 6 7 8 9 10
67
60
56
52
36

53
50
46
43
28

10
10
9
7
5

5
5
4
4
2

5
5
4
4
2

1
1
1
1
0

highest among the three compared tables. This can be explained by the fact
that in the SAP Reference Model one action pattern consisting of object-neutral
actions is “split” into several patterns capturing object-sensitive actions. Consider
an example object-neutral action set {transmit, process, release}. In the case of
object-sensitive actions this set is split into 22 action sets, including:
Example 1 {transmit order, process order, release order}
Example 2 {transmit agreement, process notification, release order}
Example 3 {transmit order, transmit notification, process order, release order}
These examples cover different types of object-sensitive actions. Example 1
illustrates a set of single-object actions. Example 2—a set of multi-object actions
performed on objects order and agreement. Finally, Example 3 shows that there
are multi-object action sets, where one verb is performed on more than one
object, e.g., transmit agreement and transmit notification. Due to this “split” of
actions, the number of patterns describing object-sensitive actions can be greater
than the number of patterns for object-neutral actions. Meanwhile, the support
value of each individual pattern capturing object-sensitive actions is lower than
the support for a pattern for object-neutral actions: the support of one generic
pattern is distributed among several more specific patterns. Among the three
considered action types, the number of patterns for single-object actions is the
lowest. Tables 1 and 2 show that the more specific are the patterns, the bigger is
the share of patterns with high confidence.
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Table 3. Dependency of behavioral action pattern number for object-neutral actions
transmit, process, and release in the SAP Reference Model on confmin and suppmin
supmin
confmin

0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90

2

3

4

5

1559
1267
959
797
667

1024
813
748
586
456

602
602
537
375
245

310
310
310
310
180

6 7
50
50
50
50
50

0
0
0
0
0

Table 4. Dependency of behavioral pattern number for a particular object-sensitive
action set in the SAP Reference Model on confmin and suppmin
(a) {transmit agreement, process order,
release order}
supmin
confmin

0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90

2

3

... 8

9

12
12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12
12

...
...
...
...
...

0
0
0
0
0

12
12
12
12
12

(b) {transmit order, process order, release order}
supmin
confmin

0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90

2

3

...

5

6

12
12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12
12

...
...
...
...
...

12
12
12
12
12

0
0
0
0
0

Behavioral action patterns describe behavioral relations between actions in
large action sets. We illustrate the discussion of behavioral action patterns by
the example object-neutral action set {transmit, process, release}. Table 3 shows
the number of behavioral patterns for the set of object-neutral actions. Table 4
presents the number of object-sensitive action patterns: Table 4(a) illustrates
the number of patterns for multi-object action set {transmit agreement, process
order, release order}, while Table 4(b)—for single-object action set. Note that we
consider the patterns for a particular set of object-sensitive actions. Hence, the
largest number of patterns is observed for object-neutral actions. Object-sensitive
actions result in a lower number of patterns, but without dropping in confidence.
The results obtained through the analysis of the SAP Reference Model can
be applied as follows. Consider that a modeler designs a model for a procurement
process. The current state of the model is captured in Fig. 2 by the elements
colored in black. Given the action patterns captured in Tables 2 and 4, we suggest
the user to insert an action transmit to be performed on object agreement into
the model. This suggestion is visualized in Fig. 2 with elements colored in gray.
Notice that behavioral action patterns enable us to suggest the user how to
introduce the new activity in the model.
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According to the presented evaluation results, we
Purchase
order
conclude that in the SAP Reference Model action patprocessing
terns based on single-object action sets provide the
Release of
Transmission
most precise information, have low support, but depurchase
of scheduling
order
agreement
liver high confidence. Object-neutral action patterns
are on the opposite side: they provide very generic
information, but with high statistical significance.
X
Multi-object patterns are the compromise between
Fig. 2. A suggestion based
these two classes, balancing between the significance
on action patterns in Table 4
and the pattern strength.

5 Related Work
First and foremost, our work relates to various patterns proposed for business
processes. On the technical level, the workflow pattern initiative has identified
patterns for several model aspects, among them the control flow [2] and the data
flow [12]. On the conceptual level, Lonchamp proposed a set of collaboration
patterns defining abstract building blocks for recurrent situations [13]. Tran et al.
introduces a meta-model for process patterns and shows their application in
the UML context [14]. Most closely related to our work is the research by
Thom et al. [4]. In their work, the authors identify workflow activity patterns
(WAP) that specify seven different types of micro workflows, e.g., approval or
decision. Our action pattern approach builds on the same observation that certain
activities often occur jointly to achieve an over-arching goal. In contrast to [4],
we do not assume a priori knowledge on which patterns might occur in a process.
Instead, object-sensitive action patterns are mined in a collection of process
models. Although [15] also advocates the application of association rule learning
techniques for WAP, their focus is on mining co-occurrences of these predefined
patterns instead of the patterns themselves.
Recently, intelligent support and recommendations for process modeling has
received much attention. To this end, similar models in a process model repository
might be proposed as extensions to the currently modeled process using search
techniques [16]. While this approach also builds on a match of actions, business
objects, and textual content, we believe that action patterns are more flexible,
as they do not require the knowledge about an exact continuation of a process.
Consistency between object life cycles and process models is discussed in [17]
along with corresponding modeling support. Moreover, modeling support might
also be driven by modelers in a collaborative modeling effort [18]. In contrast
to our work, this approach builds on suggestions by other modelers. Control
flow correctness issues are addressed in [19] where the authors offer continuous
verification of process models during modeling. In [20] the authors study how
cooperative modeling is supported by fragment-driven modeling approach. However, the derivation of fragments (or action patterns) is not detailed. In order to
accelerate business process modeling, structural control flow patterns can be used
as suggested in [3]. Still, these suggestions do not consider the business semantics
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of process models. The change patterns introduced in [21] can also be seen as
patterns that allow for intelligent modeling support.
Finally, research on activity labels relates to our work. Textual labels are used
for matching and comparing process models [16, 22]. Recent works by Becker et al.
reuse parsing techniques from computer linguistics to identify the various parts
of an activity label [23]. For the experiment of this paper, we have derived the
actions manually. Still, the techniques proposed in [7, 23] have the potential to
automate this step.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed object-sensitive action patterns as a means for domainspecific modeling support. These patterns are derived from a collection of process
models using association rule learning techniques and can be leveraged in order
to provide suggestions in the course of modeling. Co-occurrence action patterns
hint at missing activities, whereas behavioral action patterns provide information
on how an activity should be added to an incomplete model. Taking the relation
between verbs and business objects into account, we extended the existing notion
of action patterns by multi-object and single-object action patterns. Besides their
formal definition, we provide an experimental evaluation of these object-sensitive
patterns based on the SAP reference model. It reveals that object-sensitive
patterns can be assumed to provide fine-grained modeling support.
As now action patterns have different levels of granularity, the use of synonyms
in the activity labels “blurs” the patterns. In the future work, we plan to address
the linguistic relations between verbs and business objects, e.g., synonymy and
hyponymy. To this end, the application of thesauri like WordNet1 might prove
useful. As single-object action patterns implicitly capture the life cycle of a
business object, mining of business object life cycles using action patterns in
another direction of the future work. Finally, the mined action patterns call for
validation proving their usefulness.
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